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Y8 Unit 5 Overview- Measures  

 
 
 

 

Lesson Overview  
 
MEASURES (component 6) 
Entry Level 1 (KM St1&2) 

1.1 Compare lengths, heights, weights and capacities 
1.3 Describe capacity in fractions: 

 

 Compare and order lengths using long/short, longer/shorter, tall/short, 
double/half 

 Compare and order masses using heavy/light, heavier than, lighter than 

 Compare and order capacities using full/empty, more than, less than, half, 
half full, quarter 

 Select appropriate language when making comparisons 
 

1.2 Give the length of a line drawn on a centimetre grid 
2.4 Measure or draw a length using a ruler: 

 

 Measure length using appropriate equipment 

 Measure a given distance choosing the appropriate equipment  
 
 

2.1 Choose appropriate standard units of length, capacity and weight: 
 

 Choose appropriate units to measure a given length AND height 

 Choose appropriate units to measure a given mass 

 Choose appropriate units to measure a given capacity 
 

2.2 Compare and order lengths, capacities and weights in the same units: 
 

 Compare and order lengths 

 Compare and order masses  

 Compare and order capacities 

 Compare and order measurements using >, < and = 
 
 

2.3 Select a possible length, capacity or weight for a given item: 
 

 Measure mass using appropriate equipment 

 Measure capacity using appropriate equipment 

 Measure a given mass choosing the appropriate equipment  

 Measure a given capacity choosing the appropriate equipment  
 

2.5 Estimate the weight, capacity or length of given items: 
 

 Estimate a given distance  

 Estimate a given mass 

 Estimate a given capacity 
 
 

Key Words 
 
Refer to 
http://studymaths.co.uk/glossary.p
hp for definitions of the key words 
 
 
Measure 
Length, height, distance 
Mass, weight 
Capacity, volume 
Long, short, longer, shorter, tall, taller 
Heavy, light, heavier, lighter 
Full, empty, half full 
More than, greater than, less than 
Double, half, quarter 
Ruler 
Container 
Order, Compare 
Unit 
Width, breadth 
Capacity, volume 
Metre, centimetre 
Gram, kilogram 
Litre, millilitre 
Degrees Celsius 
Ruler, metre stick, tape measure 
Scale, scales 
Container, vessel 
Greater than, less than 
 
Notation 
Abbreviations of units: m, cm, g, kg, l, ml,  
 
The symbols >, < and = 
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Suggested reading or support/ challenge available  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Research  

Note-making  

Group work & discussion  

Memorisation  

Precision & accuracy  

Independence  

Reflection  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Cross curricular 
 
NAC: 

Science –Measure and read scales 
using appropriate units and accuracy. 
Convert one metric unit to another. 
Use metric units of length, capacity, 
mass and time.  
MFL - Know about metric/imperial 
equivalence of common units.  
Know about Euros. 
Technology - Measure and read 
scales using appropriate units and 
accuracy.  
Know about metric/imperial 
equivalence of common units. 
Convert one metric unit to another. 
Use metric units of length, capacity 
and mass. 
Business - Measure and read scales 
using appropriate units and accuracy. 
Creative arts – Use metric units of 
length, capacity and mass. 
PE - Use metric units of length, 
capacity and mass. 
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